The MSD Pro Mags are known for their incredible power and superior reliability! There are no
magnetos that can come close to the performance of the Pro Mag. Three series of Pro Mags are
offered: the Pro Mag 12 for gas and alcohol engines, the 20 Amp for blown alcohol and the 44 Amp
version for nitro gulping, ground pounding applications. The Pro Mags burn more fuel, hold the timing solid and are always consistent in their power, leaving more time to tune other aspects of the car.

Pro Mag® 12LT
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COILS

Designed with sprint cars in mind, the Pro Mag 12LT offers light weight and incredible
power. The compact housing also sits an inch lower for improved clearance of the fuel injection plus features a band clamp mount for easier timing adjustments.
The Electronic Points Box is the brain of the Pro Mag 12. It controls the spark duration
and the unique full-power firing sequence of the Pro Mag 12. The energy from the generator
is controlled with field effect transistor (FET) technology which is far superior to mags still
using points as a trigger source.
Each Pro Mag 12LT is supplied with a bronze gear, band clamp, cap and rotor. Available for
Chevrolet, Ford 351W and Band Clamp Mounts.
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20 AMP Generators

The increased output of the 20 Amp Pro Mag was born of racers being racers; always asking for more power. This stemmed from drag racers that were using a 12 Amp system, but
just didn’t require a 44 Amp system. The engineers at MSD found that with a few changes to
the internals the generator would deliver the increased current through the same Electronic
Points Box, PN 8106.
    The 20 Amp magneto is a favorite in alcohol slurping engines such sportsman dragsters and
Quick-8 racers. There are three different generators available, a band clamp design in both
CW and CCW rotation, plus a model built on a Chevy distributor base. All three require the PN
8106 Electronic Points Box. The band clamp versions are equipped with a large Ford style cap
while the Chevy version uses a 4-inch cap and both are topped with heavy duty retainers.

Pro Mag® 44
The Pro Mag 44 is the king of all magnetos. With no points to replace, no magnets to recharge and by producing an amazing 44 amps of primary current, it’s no wonder that the 44
is the only choice in nitro-gulping top fuel racing!
The 44 requires an external Electronic Points Box to manage the primary current through
the accurate triggering of the magnetic pickup. A special coil is required to handle this hit
of current and pumps it up to 50,000 volts with over 1 Amp of energy firing across the plug
gap. For racers with serious boost pressures and fuel, the Pro Mag 44 is the only way to go.
   

For a FREE Pro Mag Catalog, contact MSD at
(915) 855-7123 or check out: www.msdpromag.com
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MSD POWERSPORTS
EFI

Program Performance with MSD Powersports

IGNITIONS

The MSD Powersports’ Charge and Blaster FI units allow you to customize tunes for Kawasaki Teryx; Yamaha
Rhino, YFZ 450, and Raptor 700 from your laptop. Files
can be easily edited and saved used MSD’s Windows
based View software. The real benefit of programming is easy to see when the laptop is plugged in and
you can see and hear changes made to the tune in
real time. Each unit has a selector dial that lets you
choose between ten different tunes that can be made
to match the rider or terrain changes. Depending on
your application, the software will also show manifold
air pressure, throttle position, timing, coolant temp,
and fuel trim to make calibrating your engine easier
than ever.
MSD View software comes with every powersports
unit, but you can also go to www.MSDpowersports.com
to download a copy and test it out before you buy.
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MSD Charge FI for UTVs
Kawasaki® Teryx - PN 4244
Yamaha® Rhino - PN 4245
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MSD Blaster FI for ATVs
Yamaha® YFZ 450 - PN 4247
Yamaha® Raptor 700 - PN 4248
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Yamaha® is a Registered Trademark.
Kawasaki® is a Registered Trademark.
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